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2017 marked a year of tremendous transformation and disruption in the energy
sector. The rapid rise of renewable energy, new innovations in battery storage,
increased electric vehicles production, new grid models and interactive consumers
signaled an era of accelerated change. As these shifts are not likely to slow in 2018,
GE believes the following trends should be considered as power and utility executives
carefully weigh their market positions and business models.
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Acceleration of Digital
Shifts Power & Utility Markets
Electricity network level optimization, from generation through transmission and distribution to customer
management, is accelerating with the implementation of digital technologies. This will begin to change the
competitive landscape of energy and will create additional value for the energy sector. Driving these changes are
the rapid deployment of sophisticated low-powered sensors, analytic capabilities tuned for energy, and big data
platforms designed to manage massive amounts of industrial machine data. This transformation is enabling lower
cost of operation, better asset management, refined insights for more profitable business decisions, and bidirectional interactions with prosumers.

According to research from the World Economic Forum in collaboration with Accenture:
“The digitalization of electricity could unlock $3.1 trillion in industrial and societal value over the next
decade. Societal benefits stem from value creation for customers and a reduction in emissions.”1
Electricity
Value at stake for industry and wider society, by digital initiative (cumulative 2016-2025)
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Suddenly, power and utility providers have the means to visualize their entire production and delivery chain
electronically, enabling both improved business decisions and the ability to model and simulate scenarios of
change. This important capability creates distinct advantages for early adopters, especially against the backdrop
of increased use of renewable energy sources and more active consumer participation in the grid. For example,
NYPA intends to work with GE to explore the digitalization of every aspect of its operations, from its 16 generating
facilities and 1,400 miles of electricity transmission network to the more than 1,000 public buildings it monitors
throughout the state. NYPA’s goal is to use digital solutions to optimize its entire electricity value network, from
generation to consumption, for reliability, affordability, and the lowest possible carbon footprint.2

Digitalization of electricity is part of a broader
process of technological change, which – along
with changes in regulatory and market design
– is both driving and responding to the underlying
trends in electricity demand and supply.3
International Energy Agency

For Chicago-based energy company Exelon, which generates enough
electricity to supply millions of customers in 48 states and parts of
Canada, GE’s Predix software will also help Exelon balance electricity
generation as the share of renewable energy grows. Energy grids need to
maintain a delicate balance of supply and demand or risk shutting down.
The continued penetration of green energy introduces opportunities to
better balance supply and demand of electricity generation in a world
where consumers demand renewable energy growth. Predix applications
will help Exelon predict demand and know when and to what extent to
apply its diversified energy portfolio.

In 2018 there will begin to be significant changes in energy contribution models and associated changes in grid
configurations. Innovations will be launched to manage the underlying infrastructure, allowing multiple participants
and interchanges. As an example, GE is developing the next generation market platform, in partnership with
© 2018 General Electric Company
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PJM and ISO New England. With this proof of concept project, all participants in the energy value chain will have
access to electricity market participants, microservices and advanced analytics for asset management and other
functions, provided by the Predix platform. (see diagram below)
With continued digitalization of the entire electricity network, new business opportunities will emerge as the
fundamental topology of electricity interchanges begins to morph, allowing local markets, microgrids and the
ability to accurately assess and manage demand on the grid. Power and utility companies that recognize and act
on new routes to revenue offered by digital will be positioned for growth and success in 2018 and beyond.

Next-gen Market Platform: Scalable and More Flexible
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Simplifies
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• Maintenance
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Edge and Cloud
Combine to Drive Industrial Innovation
In a consumer world of cloud-based apps, it’s edge technologies and computing that will usher in the wide-scale
adoption of cloud for power and utility owners. Broad acceptance of cloud computing in the energy sector will
occur due to the proliferation of powerful edge devices that service real-time applications response needs, with
cloud providing data consolidation, massive analytic capabilities and profound business insights that help drive
more sophisticated enterprise-wide decision making. Winners will have discovered how to seamlessly integrate
edge to cloud, assigning best computing models and ensuring true and near real-time data syncing capabilities.
The unique operating environment of power and utility operating environments necessitates real-time responses
for analytic IIoT applications. The ability to immediately identify and respond to a changing asset, market or
environmental input can drive millions in annual savings for a power entity. Traditionally, these types of real-time
operating systems were embedded in control systems directly adjacent or in some cases built into the design of
the assets. However, with the advent of advanced analytics to drive more finely tuned operating decisions, these
controls are moving to powerful edge devices that also have the capability to communicate with both the machine
asset and to a cloud environment for longer range analysis and planning.

© 2018 General Electric Company
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Hybrid solutions that incorporate edge
computing as well as cloud are increasingly
seen as the best in class option.
IHS Markit

Advantages of this architecture include:
•

Ability to monitor individual assets in real time for optimal maintenance
management while connecting multiple sites (fossil plants, wind farms,
hydro, nuclear) and distributed assets (T&D substation and other assets)
for a holistic view to inform more refined capital management business
decisions

•

Ability to run optimizing software at the plant or grid level to impact real-time operating outcomes and at the
fleet level, for dispatch and grid management decisions

•

Ability to benchmark individual asset performance against fleet-wide “normal” to make better-informed
operation and asset management decisions

Sensor to Cloud Architecture
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It is the edge devices that enable greater cloud adoption by acting as the store and forward mechanism for
both massive quantities of machine data as well as derived insights from their own analytic ecosystems. For
power and utility companies, this significant technology advancement in topology creates the ability to both
improve operating efficiencies locally while offering enterprise-wide visibility at depths not yet experienced in
energy markets.
Powerful examples of the use of edge computing are emerging that demonstrate their use. GE Renewable
Energy recently announced that it signed an agreement with the Nordic energy company Fortum for a
large scale digital pilot based on GE Predix* Solutions. GE’s APM Edge Analytics – also known as iCMS – will
be installed on one unit of the 127 MW Höljes hydropower station in Sweden. The intelligent condition
monitoring system will be commissioned along with a Human to Machine interface that will enable Fortum to
view sensors’ data in real time. Edge Analytics can record up to 2 terabytes of data each month and ensure 1%
of additional availability for the unit.4

© 2018 General Electric Company
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Digital Twins
Unlock True Digitalization
A digital twin is a software construct that bridges physical systems and the digital world. It is the digitized
version of a physical asset, accumulating data over time about the structure of the asset, its operation, and
the environment in which it operates. Together with the asset data, intelligence is built on top using analytics,
physics, and continuous machine learning. Past and present performance and operations of the asset are stored
as part of the digital twin and can be used to predict future outcomes. Together with other digital twins, entire
systems can be modeled, creating an environment where industrial players can understand, at a more granular
level, the complex interactions of machines, environments, and outcomes.

By 2020, Gartner estimates, “there will be more than
20 billion connected sensors and endpoints, and digital
twins will exist for potentially billions of things.”
Gartner, Top 10 Strategic Technology Trends for 2018,
David W. Cearley, Brian Burke, Samantha Searle,
Mike J. Walker, October 2, 2017

Rising above any single OEM will be the production of digital twins
that eventually will cover most operating aspects of the energy value
chain. It’s not difficult to imagine a time when it will be required that
a digital twin accompanies the design and production of any physical
component as a normal course of business. Having access to plug new
twin models into a standard operating platform will become pay-toplay for power & utility companies who wish to survive and thrive.

This proliferation of digital twins might not be as far in the future as
one might imagine. The Digital Manufacturing and Design Innovation
Institute (DMDII), is making efforts in this direction through a U.S.
federally funded R&D organization that recently issued a project call to demonstrate technologies for digital
twins from supply chain participants.5 It is this kind of industry association push that will drive the normalization
of digital twin production and hence, their use for digitalization.

At present, GE leverages approximately 550,000 digital twins, covering a wide range of power generation and
transmission/distribution assets. Some were created by GE and others by third party OEMs, but all come together
to represent a digital representation of an operating environment, enabling digital transformation by providing a
true and historical portrayal of that system. An example of this are the digital twin models for wind turbines and
their component parts. These renewable digital twins grant GE unmatched insight into the health and performance
of the entire fleet – creating a self-learning platform that is constantly gathering and feeding back incredible
intelligence. According to IDC’s Hugh Ujhazy, associate VP for Internet of things, IDC Asia/Pacific: “By providing
companies with a complete digital footprint of products from cradle to grave, the digital twin enables companies
to detect physical issues sooner, predict outcomes more accurately, and build better products by maintaining a
complete feedback loop from design to retirement.”6
© 2018 General Electric Company
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Transitional Technologies
Bridge the Gap for Energy Markets in Flux
Transitional technologies and alternate strategies will fill the gap for power and utility companies as energy
sources move from fossil-based to renewable energy sources. Projections for changes in the energy mix
consistently show that the economics of renewable energies such as wind, solar and hydro have improved at a rate
that makes them more competitive. The horizon for industrial battery deployment is also rapidly approaching, but
without widespread industrial storage capabilities deployed, demand response and other flexible capacity means
will need to be employed.

World net electricity generation by fuel, 2012-2040
(trillion kilowatthours)

Worldwide forecast of battery storage capacity
and annual revenue for utility-scale applications
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Therefore, due to the intermittent nature of renewable energy, a still immature industrial storage market and large
existing capital investment in fossil-based power generation, power and utility companies will need to carefully
plan their transition to renewable energy by leveraging key technology innovations:
•

Rapid and Economical Cycle Times: Software solutions are available that allow power generators to
rapidly cycle fossil-based sources in the most economical fashion to meet market demands when needed. An
example of this is A2A, the largest Italian multi-utility company, needed to modernize their Chivasso power
plants to become more responsive to changing grid demands and boost productivity in a competitive market.
GE’s Fast Ramp solution enabled load ramping at up to ±50 MW/min, 2.5 times the normal rate, permitting
A2A to react quickly to market demands and to become a relevant dispatch option in that region.

•

Hybrid Technologies: Innovative solutions that take advantage of existing battery storage capabilities as
more scalable and robust storage solutions evolve will help bridge the time until full-scale storage capabilities
are deployed. An example of this is the Hybrid Electric Gas Turbine (Hybrid EGT), designed to help assist
Southern California Edison’s (SCE) growing renewable-energy capacity by delivering fast-ramping support
when necessary. The unit integrates a 10MW battery energy storage system that is capable of
providing power with GE’s 50MW LM6000 aeroderivative gas turbine.7
•

Hybrid Electric Gas Turbine (Hybrid EGT)

© 2018 General Electric Company

Technologies to Improve the Efficiency and Reliability of the Electricity Grid:
Developments are in play to coordinate load and generation on the grid to create a virtual
energy storage system, smoothing the demand against a continuous store and flow of
electricity. An example of this effort is the US Department of Energy’s announcement of 12
new projects to accelerate this kind of innovation. GE is one of the participants in these efforts,
working with others to drive these transformational changes. The teams will develop innovative
hardware and software solutions to integrate and coordinate generation, transmission, and
end-use energy systems at various points on the electric grid.8
7
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Collaborative Robots
Assist Humans in Practical Applications
Maintaining an operating plant environment; keeping power lines secure and operational; inspecting wind farms
– all tasks that can be error-prone and dangerous. For decades, health and safety standards dictated operating
procedures designed to keep power and utility workers safe. Now with the advent of collaborative robotics, some
risks can be avoided while maintaining operational integrity with human direction.

“By 2020, 50% of all electricity transmission
and distribution utilities will be using drones to
evaluate service lines, thus reducing asset and
inspection costs and achieving savings of up to
5% and 30%, respectively.”
IDC Futurescape9

A cobot or “collaborative robot” is a robot designed to assist human beings
as a guide or assistor in a specific task. A regular robot is designed to be
programmed to work more or less autonomously.10 The use of cobots in
industrial settings is becoming more common, combining asset data, artificial
intelligence and the ability to manipulate drones and other automation
devised to assist power and utility personnel to accomplish routine or
dangerous tasks.

As an example, a new partnership between Avitas Systems, an inspection
business launched by GE Ventures, and NVIDIA, a leader in artificial
intelligence, leveraged the tools that make video games so immersive to help inspectors ensure the safety at
places like refineries and power plants. Industrial inspection can be a high-risk and expensive business because of
the manual nature of the work. Drones or robots, on the other hand, can get close to high-temperature flare stacks
and go into vapor-filled fuel tanks while they’re in operation. They can also gather high-quality video, photographic
images, infrared, and temperature data.
Global demand for drones in the energy industry is expected to reach a cumulative market value of $4.47 billion
between 2017 and 2025.11 In 2018, utilities will adopt drones as key nodes in the electricity network, connecting
equipment health and maintenance apps like Asset Performance Management with the field service workers and
drones that complete the maintenance. The result will be an automated process by which an application predicts
an outage before it occurs and assigns the work to the appropriate person or drone, which then closes the work
order with information about the asset health for improved app intelligence.
In outage restoration, drones serve the purpose of assessing damage and undertaking detailed inspection of grid
assets. Drones’ high-zoom cameras and live-streaming videography can be used to capture the aftermath of storm
events, allowing utility employees to monitor damage remotely and assign crews closer to the most impacted
areas. For example, during 2017’s hurricane Irma, Florida Power and Light (FPL) used 49 drone teams across the
state, providing detailed visuals of otherwise inaccessible elements of Florida’s badly damaged grid.12

6

Adaptive Security
Becomes the Imperative
Adaptive security protection provides continuous, pervasive monitoring and visibility awareness, a shift from
the paradigm of prevention and intrusion detection. Proponents of the method recommend implementing it at
every level of the technology stack, creating a “security hardened” operating environment for utilities that can be
vulnerable to spurious attacks, especially given current geopolitical flashpoints.

“Advanced machine learning and artificial
intelligence (AI) elements will extend this
analytical approach to security. As these
capabilities become mainstream, adaptive
security architecture will become more
common as vendors integrate different
security functions into single platforms
powered by embedded analytics and AI.”
Gartner
© 2018 General Electric Company

IHS Markit recommends the following steps that lead to an adaptive security
profile across the entire electricity network:
• 	Establish a dedicated security operations function and ongoing training and
vigilance practices
• 	Ensure visibility in all layers, from machine to control systems to applications
to network and through to physical boundaries
• 	Overlay solutions for legacy/proprietary environments (which may have
been installed prior to today’s stringent security requirements) with a bridge
to visibility and orchestration tools

8
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•

Verify embedded security in new devices, even going so far as to engage a
neutral third party to perform device certification

•

Install network layer solutions (IP and SCADA/ICS)

•

Create a bridge to cloud security for an integrated cyberinfrastructure,
leveraging HTTPS for establishing and transferring edge to cloud transfers

•

Insist on security validation for technology integrations with 3rd parties
(customers, partners, suppliers)

•

Install technology for authentication/access control, firewall/IPS,
obfuscation, encryption, active threat mitigation, incident and event
management, proactive patch management and consumption of threat intel

GE, as a company focused on analytics and machine learning, has developed new technology for adaptive security
protection with “Digital Ghost”, a software solution that essentially continuously identifies, evaluates and reacts
to threats, learning as it goes. This capability uses analytic models to detect anomalous behavior within a power/
utility environment and can be trained to take corrective action to minimize impact or loss.

E-Vehicles
Approach a Tipping Point

7

The proliferation of EVs has been predicted for some time, but for the first time, the reality of wide-scale adoption
is coming into focus. As presented in a recent report from PWC, the projected trajectory of new electric car sales
demonstrates the potential impact on power needs globally, impacting existing power and utility entities and
opening the door for new entrants in a developing market.14 For power and utility entities, there are several new
opportunities for growth presented by the oncoming EV adoption.

With an increase in EVs of 150% expected over the next three years, by 2021, the number of utilities with
business units for emobility services will have doubled.13
IDC Futurescape
World net electricity generation by fuel, 2012-2040
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To take advantage of this trend, power and utility companies must be prepared with both the right strategies and
data infrastructure to manage new modes of information and interaction:

8

•

New demand growth can mean routes to new revenues in existing markets. Utility organizations must be
early participants in charging technologies, pricing, and distribution to manage demand as consumers wrestle
with charging limitations and convenience factors.

•

The ability to monetize new consumer services tied to usage data and online reporting will necessitate that
utilities have gathered historical data on a continuous basis, working with automotive and telco partners,
each of whom will control portions of the ecosystem.

•

To leverage excess EV available power with two-way interchanges, utilities must have implemented sophisticated Distributed Energy Resource Management (DERM) solutions, that include EV as well as other power
resources in managing emerging grid configurations.

Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning
Move to the Realm of Reality
After years of hype, the evolution of machine learning and data analytics is enabling true AI applications for real
operational outcomes. The stage is set for AI applications to become a reality by combining insights from massive
machine data collection with analytic models and analysis that can automate decisions in a power and utility environment. Machine learning further contributes to the seemingly endless possibilities for AI applications as these
systems become smarter and more responsive to meet business objectives.

“AI will be the brain of this future smart grid. The technology will continuously collect and synthesize
overwhelming amounts of data from millions of smart sensors nationwide to make timely decisions on
how to best allocate energy resources. Additionally, the advances made from ‘deep learning’ algorithms,
a system where machines learn on their own from spotting patterns and anomalies in large data sets,
will revolutionize both the demand and supply side of the energy economy.”15
Harvard University
The use of AI, with other analytic methods and digital twins, is being employed in industrial solutions today. For
example, with GE’s Asset Performance Management, both physics-based analytics are combined with AI machine
learning to create a more accurate prediction of asset issues, before they can become production problems. This
provides plant and grid operators the visibility runway to make more informed and strategic maintenance decisions towards no unplanned downtime.

GE leverages AI, with other analytic methods, for most accurate predictive capabilities across Plant/Fleet/Grid
APM Dashboard
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The boiler optimization component of GE’s Operations Optimization is another example of successful AI application. This solution uses multiple model-based triggers to create real-time alerts to impending excursions, imbalances, and other adverse conditions. It employs a combination of an AI expert system, neural networks, expert
rules, empirical models and thermodynamic calculations with outcome optimizing controls to achieve improved
boiler performance. Heat rate improvements of up to 1% with up to 15% Nox reductions can be achieved with this
use of AI.

9

Empowered Digital Workers
Change the Game

The energy space faces a talent challenge of both supply and demand. Power generation and utility companies
have been grappling with attrition from retirement even as growing segments face huge demand—the wind
technician will be the fastest growing occupation in the US through 2025. Digitizing the workforce can address
this challenge on multiple fronts: by automating and optimizing tasks to free up
scarce resources to perform the most value-added work; by facilitating collaboration and knowledge transfer to improve productivity and safety; and by attracting
Utilities have high ambitions to improve
and retaining new talent.
their “digital mobile maturity” according

to a PwC survey of utility executives,
nearly two-thirds considered themselves
at a “beginner” or “standard” level—but
more than three-quarters aspired to be
“advanced” or “best in class” within three
years.16

A digitally enabled worker is a smarter worker – empowered with the information
he or she needs to deliver flawless service. Secured and mobile-enabled applications with field-ready functionality, which deliver work order-related data and
insights to the digital worker’s fingertips, can improve first-time fix rates, mean
time to repair, and technician utilization—driving productivity, safety and compliance, and customer satisfaction. Mobile app development will also be critical to
luring the “digital natives” of the millennial generation to the power industry.

As power & utility companies pursue a broader “Digital Worker” vision and strategy, a key area of innovation
will be the integration of modern mobile, cloud-based Field Service Management solutions with applications for
critical power-specific tasks such as damage assessment, outage management, and field inspections. Technologies such as AI, wearables, and drones will increasingly be tested and deployed to predict service time, enhance
collaboration, and automate inspections—resulting in more digitally enabled field workers and higher productivity
and safety. And predictive analytics, providing visibility into potential asset problems, will be connected with field
service management systems, empowering digital workers to reduce unplanned downtime and increase revenue
and customer satisfaction.

Mobile Digital Maturity
Mobile digital levels
Beginner: No or limited deployment of mobile
devices and limited funcionality of mobile tools

50%

Standard: Some paper-based processes conducted
on moblie devices (e.g., instructions for maintenance
and security)

40%
35%
28%

25%
17%
6%
0%
Beginner

Standard

Advanced

Advanced: Multiple functionalities of moblie devices
(e.g., access to parts database, instructions for
maintenance, maps with locations of assets and
maintenance teams), real-time optimization of field force
rounds, extension to subcontractors
Best in class: Advanced mobile functionality (augmented
reality, geo-location), integration of predictive maintenance
in internal and external field force rounds

Best in class
B2C today
B2C in next 3 years

Average
today

Desired average
in 3 years

Note: sums may not total 100 due to rounding
Source: Strategy& analysis

Source: PwC, “The digitization of utilities: There is a will, but is there a way?” Strategy&, 2016.
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Blockchain
Gains Potential to Enable the Shared Electricity Economy
Participants in the energy market see blockchain as a potential enabler to uncover new routes to profitability. With
ever-increasing participation from consumers and commercial building owners in the energy market - both from
distributed solar output to the grid and electric vehicle usage - commercializing this interchange is rapidly becoming a top priority for power and utility entities. Many see blockchain, the ability to create a peer-to-peer network for
trading units of value, as the means to manage emerging trading nodes in electricity markets.
Benefits that power and utility participants see by using blockchain include:

While there’s always room for startups
to move in and disrupt this industry,
established utilities are best placed
to evaluate and make strategic bets
on blockchain technology’s potential
applications. If they can seize the moment,
centralized incumbents may turn out to be
the true disruptors, ushering in a new era of
decentralized power.
Harvard Business Review17

© 2018 General Electric Company

•

Reduction of exposure that typically comes with open financial transactions

•

Ability to purchase excess energy from consumers or commercial entities
and resale on the general market, presumably at a profitable rate

•

Ability to add participants as needed to support business initiatives

•

Acceleration of new commercial models with new products and services to
the market

There are issues and unanswered questions around technology participants and
regulatory involvement that would need to be resolved before this type of interchange becomes mainstream. However, with some limited microgrids beginning
to emerge that use blockchain, it’s a signal that this kind of disruptive technology
is gaining momentum and should not be ignored.
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